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Abstract

This work presents both an extended HTN Knowledge Representation based on a graphical notation inspired in commercial standards and a suite of tools, named IActive Knowledge Studio, based on this representation aimed at fully supporting a knowledge engineering process that, starting with the acquisition and representation of planning knowledge, ends with the integration and deployment of planning applications. The suite is also intended to be a knowledge engineering workbench for HTN planning applications deployment. This workbench includes several interesting features like a fully integrated representation of problem and domain knowledge and a new graphical and intuitive notation for easily representing HTN domains. It also provides tools for data integration with external data sources as well as an enhanced visual environment for HTN domains and plan validation.

Motivation

AI Planning and Scheduling (AIP&S) has revealed as an enabling technology to develop "assistant applications" which support human decision making in domains where the accomplishment of tasks to carry out a given activity or achieve a goal is mandatory. Most of these applications are aimed at supporting Human-Centric processes (Dayal, Hsu, and Ladin 2001) for knowledge workers (experts or decision makers). These processes are collections of tasks which support decisions and help to the accomplishment of workflow tasks for such knowledge workers in several and diverse application domains. Indeed, the features of AIP&S are really aligned with key requirements in these application field: human-centric processes mainly embody expert knowledge, processes need to be dynamically generated through a process that must be aware of the context in which they will be executed, and the execution environments are highly dynamic, thus requiring adaptive behaviour and rapid response to the new, changing situations.

The development of such knowledge-intensive applications, where intelligent planning becomes a key component, require a great modeling and engineering effort in the main application development stages: acquisition and representation of planning knowledge, validation of such knowledge, integration with external sources of information or already existing legacy software systems, and deployment of the final planning application. Most planning applications developed at the time being (Fdez-Olivares et al. 2006), (Fdez-Olivares et al. 2011), (Boddy and Bonasso 2010), (Cesta et al. 2010) are based on a standard life-cycle based on the above stages, but each of the steps in this cycle are performed following different, ad-hoc and difficult to couple techniques or tools, not easily scalable nor reproducible to other applications (thought the same technology is being used). For example, given a set of protocols and procedures to be operationalized, it is common to manually encode such protocols in a textual planning language (PDDL (Gerevini and Long 2006), HTN-PDDL (Fdez-Olivares et al. 2006) or ANML (Boddy and Bonasso 2010) to cite some), then to generate plans in order to validate this knowledge, then to develop ad-hoc algorithms to integrate external sources of information (for example mapping data from ontologies or external data bases to PDDL data models (Castillo et al. 2010a)), then to develop extra code in order to integrate the output of the planner with existing systems, etc. This is neither an agile nor easily reproducible development process that clearly impact negatively the goal of AI Planning to be a widespread and widely used technology. Moreover, a widely recognized bottle-neck in the development of such applications is that the languages used to represent both expert knowledge and domain dynamics are textual and oriented to expert AI planning researchers, and normally, little attention is devoted to the domain objects model as well as the plan representation and integration.

This handcrafted way of working in our area is in contrast with the extremely high-technological tools developed in other, no so distant areas like Business Process Management (BPM (van der Aalst, ter Hofstede, and Weske 2003)), where a plethora of tools may be found which give support to the whole life-cycle of development in such areas: modeling, deployment, execution and monitoring of processes. BPM is, perhaps, the dominant area in IT solutions for Human-Centric processes, but BPM technology is mainly focused on the management of static and perfectly predictable tasks/processes and, at present, there is a clear trend (González-Ferrer et al. 2010) to incorporate features like dynamic composition, context awareness or adaptiveness of processes into software solutions: clearly these features may come from the incorporation of AIP&S technology into these systems. However, in order to compete on
equal terms with this extremely developed area, and to convince IT engineers and managers about the real capabilities of AI Planning technology, the current engineering process of planning applications must be radically improved.

Compared with the modeling and engineering processes of the not so different BPM area, AI P&S lacks of integrated tools (also called suites) that cover an important gap, still not fully bridged, between the conceptualization and design of a planning domain and the final deployment of a fully functional planning application. In this sense, the contribution of this work is two fold:

- On the one hand, we present an extended knowledge representation based on a graphical notation, built on both the concepts of HTN planning languages (concretely an HTN extension of PDDL, called HTN-PDDL (Castillo et al. 2006) which has been used in several applications) and inspired in the graphical notation of industrial standards devoted to the modeling of business processes (called BPMN (White 2004)).

- On the other hand, a suite of strongly coupled planning tools developed by IActive Intelligent Solutions1, integrated into a product called IActive Knowledge Studio2, conceived as an integrated development environment for planning applications. It includes several visual working environments in order to support the main steps of Knowledge engineering: acquisition and representation of planning knowledge based on the graphical notation, validation by inspection based on planning process debugging and plan visualization and analysis, knowledge integration with external sources of information and planning application deployment.

Next sections are devoted to describe, firstly, the main issues concerned with the extended graphical representation and, secondly, the main features of IActive Knowledge Studio.

The graphical knowledge representation

The graphical knowledge representation introduced in this work can be considered as an evolution from a former, textual HTN language called HTN-PDDL (Castillo et al. 2006),(Fdez-Olivares et al. 2011) towards a more usable one, closer to the modeling practices of general purpose IT engineers and strongly focused on developing commercial planning applications. HTN-PDDL is a hierarchical extension of PDDL which incorporates all the standards concepts of the PDDL 2.2 version (Edelkamp and Hoffmann 2004). Concretely HTN-PDDL supports the modeling of planning domains in terms of a compositional hierarchy of tasks representing compound and primitive tasks at different levels of abstraction, where primitive tasks maintain the same expressiveness that PDDL 2.2 level 3 durative actions (allowing to represent temporal information like duration and start/end temporal constraints, see (Castillo et al. 2006) for details). In addition, HTN methods used to decompose compound tasks into sub-tasks include a precondition that must be satisfied by the current world state in order for the decomposition method to be applicable by the planner. The problem representation in HTN-PDDL is thus almost the same that in PDDL 2.2 problems, but with the only difference that the goal is described as a set of high-level tasks to be decomposed, instead of than a set of states to be achieved.

It is worth to note that this textual representation, though can be seen as a general-purpose hierarchical planning representation, based on the HTN paradigm, is specific for a temporally extended HTN planner, formerly known as SIADEX (Fdez-Olivares et al. 2006),(Castillo et al. 2006), which has evolved as a commercial product, developed by our start-up IActive Intelligent Solutions, now called Decisor 3. Both, the textual language and the former planner have already been applied in several applications in diverse domains like crisis intervention (Fdez-Olivares et al. 2006),(Castillo et al. 2010a), e-learning (Castillo et al. 2010b), e-tourism (Castillo et al. 2008) or e-health (Fdez-Olivares et al. 2011), many of them being at present commercially exploited by IActive 4.

In the following, we will detail how this textual representation has evolved into a graphical knowledge representation based on three pillars: 1) a domain objects representation based on UML that is called Context Model that clearly overcomes the classic representation of PDDL domain objects, 2) a planning description language, still based on predicates but incorporating object-oriented concepts, named EDKL (Expert Knowledge Description Language) used for writing logical expressions for preconditions, effects, rules and temporal constraints in both compound tasks and actions, and 3) a graphical notation named EKMN (Expert Knowledge Model Notation) used to represent the main concepts of an HTN domain (compound tasks, methods, primitive tasks as well as hierarchical, compositional and order relations) intended to be understandable by both, IT engineers and domain experts.

Context Model: UML-based domain objects model

Domain objects are represented in the Context Model following the standards recommendations of UML (Unified Modeling Language (Booch, Rumbaugh, and Jacobson 1999)), a standardized general-purpose modeling language in the field of object-oriented software engineering. UML includes a set of graphic notation techniques to create visual models of object-oriented software-intensive systems. Although UML supports the modeling of many aspects related with planning applications (like activities diagrams or state machine diagrams) we have opted to use UML only with those issues related with data and domain objects modeling, trying to bring the strong modeling capabilities of this standard to domain objects in AI Planning.

Indeed, all the HTN-PDDL concepts (mostly inherited from the classical PDDL types and objects representation) have their associated representation in UML. The Context
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Model is based on five key UML concepts: Class, Attribute, Operation, Association and Generalization. Object types are represented as UML Classes (see Figure 1), and the hierarchy of types is represented as an is-A hierarchy, using the UML standard Generalization relationship between classes; object properties are represented as UML Class attributes and relations as UML Association. Domain objects are represented as instances of the UML classes defined. In addition, UML operations are used as special attributes of objects that need to be computed by a procedure, thus allowing to manage and represent resources. Finally, it is also possible to represent temporal information as attributes of a class the value of which is of a special type called DateTime (supporting the representation of time and dates associated to objects).

This modeling approach based on UML eliminates any barrier between the modeler and the AIP&S technology, and it is intended to offer a standard way to model planning domain objects close to IT engineers. Moreover, as seen in the next section, the Context Model defined as a UML Class Diagram is directly incorporated and managed by the planning language. The incorporation of this object-oriented approach into the planning language provides new features that increase both the expressiveness of the planning language and the user-friendliness with respect to previous languages like PDDL or HTN-PDDL. Among others enhancements, these features allow to introduce a solid interpretation of inheritance of properties and operations in the language as well as a better modeling of objects relations, now much easier to manage. Perhaps the most important one is the integration with external data models. That is, most external sources of information are based on relational data bases or ontologies. Both models can be directly mapped into UML models, thus increasing the integration capabilities of planning domains and problems with external sources information, a key issue to be addressed in the development of any planning application.

**EKDL: Expert Knowledge Description Language**

As opposed to other well known approaches, like for example iSIMPLE3.0 (Vaquero et al. 2009), the aim of EKDL is not to translate the UML Context Model into PDDL, but maintaining this object-oriented representation as modeled in the Context Model and introducing it into the planning language that will be described in this and following sections. Predicates are still the basic construction of EKDL, but the standard syntax used in most planning languages has been modified in order to cope with objects and classes.

The first consequence is that predicates now respond to the syntactical pattern (C.p o v), where C stands for the name of a class, p stands for the name of a property or a relation, o stands for an instance or a variable of type C, and v stands for an instance or variable of the range of p (that is, the Class which the allowed values of the property p belong to). For example, a typical PDDL predicate (at ?x - Person ?y - Place) shall require firstly to define a Class Person, with a property at of type Place (Place must also be defined as a class). This definition will result in an EKDL predicate (Person.at ?x ?y) that can be used as desired in any logical expression. This notation (indeed a prefix form of the standard < object attribute value >) forces to represent all the
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5A manual (in spanish) describing EKDL and EKMN can be found in http://help.iactive.es/
expressions as logical combinations of binary predicates, but has the key advantage that is aligned with standards knowledge interchange formats, like for example RDF triplets, a common way to serialize knowledge present in ontologies or relational data bases, thus opening the way to easily integrate the planning knowledge modeled under EKDL with other standard knowledge representation formalisms.

In summary, EKDL is an adaptation and extension of PDDL and HTN-PDDL that tries to maintain the expressiveness of logical expressions based on predicates, but also maintaining the object-oriented approach in logical expressions.

Figure 2: A primitive task represented in EKDL. It is like a PDDL durative action representing the movement of a human group transported by a vehicle. Temporal (duration of the transport) and resource constraints (the autonomy of the vehicle decreases) are also represented.

Primitive tasks are represented textually in EKDL (see Figure 2), but supported by visual forms. They are represented as a name, typed parameters (now referring to Context Model classes), and logical expressions to describe preconditions and effects. Preconditions and effects are represented as logical expressions of predicates taking into account the object-centered syntax above described. Numerical function are also allowed and, therefore, it is also possible to represent discrete numerical resources. Indeed numerical resources are represented as numerical properties of objects, for example the remaining autonomy of a Vehicle can be represented as the attribute current-autonomy of a class Vehicle. Then EKDL provides arithmetic and increment/decrement operators that can be applied to numerical attributes. For example, the expression \((\text{Vehicle.current-autonomy} ?v) ?\text{dur})\) stands for a decreasing \(?\text{dur}\) time units the autonomy of a Vehicle \(?v\).

In addition, primitive tasks representation inherits the concepts of PDDL 2.2 level 3 durative actions (allowing to represent temporal information like duration and start/end temporal constraints). EKDL also allows the representation of PDDL 2.2 axioms. As shown in next sections, the introduction of this knowledge is supported by graphical interfaces, with powerful capabilities to make the introduction of this knowledge an easier task.

It is worth to note that neither UML activity diagrams nor state machine diagrams are intended to capture and represent all the categories of knowledge found in temporal HTN paradigms. Although they may be useful to represent some aspects of domain dynamics related to changes of state, and thus able to model basic primitive actions, they lack of necessary mechanisms to adequately represent temporal constraints as well as compound tasks and alternative decomposition methods. UML can represent relationships between activities at different levels of abstraction, but it is not designed to represent alternative decompositions to be dynamically managed at reasoning time by a planner (one of the key aspects of HTN). Moreover, thought some time constraints on activities can be represented in UML, they are intended to be used on sets of predefined, already fixed activities. The temporal constraints management in HTN is much more expressive, since it supports to represent which temporal constraints must be satisfied on a dynamically generated, and initially unknown set of tasks. Therefore, the modeling of HTN planning domains requires additional characteristics to the ones presented in UML, since UML is not designed to be a knowledge representation language. Because of this, we have defined a new graphical approach for this purpose, detailed in the next section.

**EKMN: Expert Knowledge Model Notation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EKMN Graphic Elements</th>
<th>Graphic notation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compound Task or Goal</td>
<td>Travel</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method</td>
<td>By_Foot</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task</td>
<td>Walk</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallel Task Network</td>
<td>Walk</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Talk</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequential Task Network</td>
<td>Walk</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jump</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Main elements of the graphic notation.

Compound tasks, decomposition methods and primitive actions represented in an HTN planning domain mainly encode the procedures, decisions and actions that experts must follow, according to a given protocol, when they deal with a given decision problem.

Therefore, the main advantage of HTN planning approaches is their capability of capturing planning expert knowledge in form of either protocols or operating procedures. Hence, an HTN planning model should be seen as
a knowledge representation mechanism to represent human expertise and operating procedures as well as using them as a guide to the planning process.

The main goal of EKMN is to face these aspects and provide a notation that is understandable by IT modelers (responsible of encoding the knowledge finally managed by the planner) as well as domain experts (containers of the knowledge). It is inspired in BPMN (White 2004), the current standard notation for process modeling, and its aim is to display an intuitive visual metaphor of the main categories of knowledge found in an HTN domain. On the one hand, compound tasks (or goals), methods, task networks and primitive tasks. On the other hand, the relationships between these categories: hierarchical relationships between tasks and methods, is-part-of relationships between methods and subtasks, and order relations between tasks inside a method. Figure 3 shows the visual representation used for compound tasks (goals), methods, primitive tasks and sequential and parallel tasks. The main idea behind this graphic notation is to support a modeling process that starts with the development of a visual skeleton of the task hierarchy, carrying out (if possible) a collaborative process between knowledge engineer and expert, and then to detail this skeleton by filling out more detailed knowledge, using EKDL, in successive refinement steps. Figure 4 shows an example of the skeleton of an HTN domain which incorporates the above described elements.

More concretely, the knowledge representation language as well as the planner are also capable of representing and managing different workflow patterns (van Der Aalst et al. 2003) which can be found in most business process models. A knowledge engineer might then represent control structures that define both, the execution order (sequence, parallel, split or join), and the control logic of processes with conditional (represented by alternative methods) and iterative ones (represented by recursive decomposition schemas).

In addition, this knowledge representation supports to explicitly represent and manage time and concurrency at every level of the task hierarchy in both compound and primitive tasks, by allowing to express temporal constraints on the start or the end of an activity. Any sub-activity (either task or action) has two special variables associated to it, \(?start\) and \(?end\), that represent its start and end time points, and some constraints (basically \(<\), \(=\), \(\geq\)\)) may be posted on them (it is also possible to post constraints on the duration with the special variable \(?duration\)). In order to do that, any activity may be preceded by a logical expression that defines a temporal constraint. For example, it is possible to encode constraints of the form \((\text{and} (>= ?start date1)(<= ?start date2)) \{t\}\) what provides flexibility for the start time of t’s execution, indicating that t should start neither earlier than date1 nor later than date2. These constraints are represented using EKDL and can be posted using a user-friendly interface, embedded into the integrated development environment that is described in the next section.

IActive Knowledge Studio

Figure 4: An example domain using EKMN implementing a standard operating procedure to attack a sector in a forest fire. The doctrine establishes that, in case of not being a reinforced attack, first select appropriated human means, then deploy and mobilize them. In case of reinforced attack, first select means, then deploy every human, aerial and terrestrial mean selected.

Figure 5: The knowledge edition environment of IActive Knowledge Studio. From left to right: the project tree showing the main parts of a planning project, the task hierarchy, an outline of this hierarchy, and a properties view showing the EKDL representation of a primitive task.
graphical notation is the cornerstone of a suite of planning tools developed by IActive Intelligent Solutions, integrated into a product called IActive Knowledge Studio. This suite is conceived as an integrated development environment for planning applications. It is intended to support the main steps in the process of Knowledge Engineering for Planning and Scheduling: Knowledge Acquisition and Representation based on the above described extended graphical representation, Knowledge Validation based on a validation-by-inspection process supported by an enhanced debugging process and plan analysis tools, Knowledge Integration with external sources of information, based on the Context Model above described and Planning Application Deployment. IActive Knowledge Studio has been developed using Eclipse Java technology, and it includes several visual working environments in order to support each one of these steps, which will be detailed in the four following sections.

Edition environment

The edition environment is intended to facilitate the acquisition and representation of planning domain knowledge. It allows to model planning objects based on the UML Context Model, to describe the task hierarchy based on EKMN and to fill out the properties associated to every category of knowledge through EKDL. Figure 5 shows a screenshot of the main perspective. It provides a Project Tree where the main categories of a planning project are shown: the context model in the terms above described, the expert knowledge showing an expandable list of tasks and the integration structure devoted to represent planning problems (see section below). A region to graphically model both the Context Model objects and the EKMN domain is also provided. Finally, the environment also includes a properties window in order to represent in EKDL the knowledge required for action preconditions and effects, temporal constraints, axioms, etc.

Integration environment

The integration environment has a triple role: (1) it is intended to define the necessary data definitions to allow the integration of both the input (initial state) and the output (the plans) of the planner with external systems, (2) to describe the initial state, and (3) to define the goal. Through this environment (see Figure 6), a domain modeler not only is able to represent the initial values of object properties or relations, but to define the way in which external sources of information can be accessed from the planner. Aimed at preserving its integration capabilities at the maximum, the data definition schemas managed by the planner (input data of initial state, input goal and plans) are stored as XML files (XSD templates), and these definitions are intended to both, be used to easily define the mapping from external data sources into the internal structure defined in the Context Model, and to integrate the plans obtained with external systems that need as input the output of the planner (for example, a BPM running engine).

The integration environment turns around the concept of Integration Structure, what can be seen as a metaphor of the "old" concept of planning problem, but redefining it into a more ambitious way, mainly centered on exploiting and enhancing the integration capabilities of the planner. Through this metaphor a Knowledge Engineer is able to define a planning problem by using the following concepts: Local Data, Incoming Data and Incoming Goal. Local Data are intended to be used in the first validation tests of the planning domain. The working environment allows to describe de initial conditions of every object as set of data tables (locally managed by the tool) that are automatically generated from the Context Model. These tables are automatically generated in such a way that the attributes of every table $T$ corresponds to the properties and relations defined for a corresponding class $C_T$. In addition, each row in the table corresponds with an object instance of type $C_T$. Therefore, a domain modeler can describe the initial state of the world in a friendly and commonly accepted interface based on relational data base tables. The section Incoming data is aimed at managing the Data Template Definition (DTD), stored as XML files, that an external source should fit in order for the planner to access these external data. This is the cornerstone of the integration features of this approach: on the one hand, the XML schemas so defined can be used to easily develop data mappings to acquire external information, on the other hand these files can be used to provide the XSD specifications to third-party developers responsible of integrating the planning application with other systems. Finally, through the Incoming Goal Section the modeler defines the goal, that is, the task at the highest level to be decomposed as well as its parameters and start/end temporal constraints. These definitions are also stored as XML files that are given as inputs to the planner in order to carry out a planning process. Finally, the resulting plan is also stored as an XML file which can be used to integrate this output with other external systems.

Execution and debugging environment

Once the domain knowledge as well as the information required for the planner has been defined, the next step con-
The deployment environment allows to obtain a software component with the functionality defined in the previous steps and which will be able to be executed as a standalone application. The deployment process starts when the planning knowledge has been acquired and represented, when the data models necessary to integrate external information have been defined and when the knowledge has been validated. The deployment environment allows to deploy a planning project either as a local application (a .jar file that can be accessed through an API) or as a web service (allowing to access to the planning application through remote procedure calls). In both cases, an API (application programming interface) is automatically provided. This API allows, among other operations, to perform calls to the planner and to obtain plans. Concretely, the planning component developed will return a plan from a given goal, specified as an XML file and a given set of data specified as an XML file accomplishing the data schema defined in the integration environment. The plan representation is based on an internal model that can also be known through the API. Therefore, this opens the way to integrate (by third party developers) the plans obtained with external systems that require as input the solutions offered by the planner.

**Related work**

Regarding other Knowledge Engineering Tools, GIPOII (McCluskey, Liu, and Simpson 2003) and itsSIMPLE3.0 (Quero et al. 2009) are pursuing similar purposes as the work here presented. On the one hand, GIPOII is mainly aimed at supporting an object-centered Knowledge Acquisition process, focused on how domain objects change their properties or relations by specifying object transitions. Then these transitions are grouped to finally form action specifications. As opposite, the approach here presented supports a task-centered knowledge engineering process, based on the HTN paradigm. With respect to itsSIMPLE3.0, one of the main common points is the domain objects model, also based on UML diagrams. itsSIMPLE3.0 is devoted to capture user data requirements by using class diagrams and state based diagrams in order to represent the dynamics of actions in non-hierarchical domains, and then to translate this model into PDDL. Our approach, on the contrary, maintains the object-oriented approach to its last consequences and, so, the planning language (EKDL) has been designed in order to adopt the object-oriented paradigm. Perhaps, one of the stronger points of itsSIMPLE3.0 is its capability to perform domain analysis by translating the UML and PDDL specification into Petri-Nets, what supposes a great help when focusing on validating the dynamic aspects of the domain. However these techniques are not fully applicable to hierarchical domains like the one addressed in our approach. On the other hand, itsSIMPLE3.0 does not deal with temporal constraints, nor faces the representation of hierarchical planning knowledge.

Another work somehow related is (Boddy and Bonasso 2010) where authors describe a knowledge engineering process that includes the representation of operating procedures in NASA’s PRL (Procedure Representation Language) (Kortenkamp et al. 2008), and then the (manual) translation into ANML (Action Notation Modeling Language) in order to be manageable for a planner. Indeed the representation of operating procedures is supported by a different tool (Kortenkamp et al. 2008), than the one used to represent planning domains with ANML (Boddy and Bonasso 2010). Our knowledge representation, based on the graphical HTN notation here presented is indeed intended to represent operating procedures (as HTN domains) and, moreover, to make
these protocols directly interpretable by a planner, thus offering a more integrated approach than the one described by Boddy et al.

**Conclusions**

In this work we have presented an extended Graphical Knowledge Representation for HTN domains with three main features: (1) it allows to model domain objects following an object-centered approach based on UML visual diagrams, overcoming several weaknesses of PDDL, mainly related with expressiveness and user-friendliness issues, specially the most relevant one is that this planning domain objects representation is closer to the modeling practices of IT engineers; (2) this Context Model is also directly embedded into the planning language and, in order to manage this object-centered model, EKDL (an object-oriented redefinition of basic PDDL constructs) has been described; (3) the most important aspect of this knowledge representation is EKMN, a graphical notation based on standard BPM modeling notations, which is aimed at visually and intuitively representing HTN domains as hierarchical and expandable diagrams based on compound tasks (goals)/methods/primitive tasks and the relationships between them. This graphical knowledge representation is intended to be understandable by both, IT engineers and domain experts. On the other hand, the knowledge representation is the basis on which IActive Knowledge Studio has been built. It is a development suite intended to support a knowledge engineering process that bridges the gap between the conceptualization of a planning domain and the final deployment of a planning application. The tool may also be seen as a workbench that can be used for academic and research purposes, including interesting features like a fully integrated representation of problem and domain knowledge and a new graphical and intuitive notation for easily representing HTN domains. IActive Knowledge Studio, also provides tools for data integration with external data sources, plan statistics and visualization methods for plan validation. But its most distinguishing features is that it has been designed to be used by IT engineers when developing commercial planning applications. Indeed, we have achieved to significatively increase the number of users of AIP&S technology through this development suite, since it is a commercial product that is being used in several industrial projects developed in collaboration with the partners of IActive Intelligent Solutions.
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